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Proper Citation

Code Ocean (RRID:SCR_015532)

Resource Information

URL: https://codeocean.com/

Proper Citation: Code Ocean (RRID:SCR_015532)

Description: Cloud-based executable research platform for discovering and running scientific code. Code Ocean is designed to give researchers and developers a way to share, discover and run code published in academic journals and conferences. Users can upload code and data in various programming languages and link working code in a computational environment with the associated article, with Code Ocean assigning a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) to the algorithm.

Synonyms: Code Ocean Inc

Resource Type: software resource

Keywords: cloud based platform, cloud platform, source code repository, scientific code repository

Availability: Open source, Code is available for download

Resource Name: Code Ocean

Resource ID: SCR_015532

Alternate IDs: DOI:10.24433, DOI:10.17616/R38F5N, DOI:10.25504/FAIRsharing.thskvr


Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for Code Ocean.

No alerts have been found for Code Ocean.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 31 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.


